More than 1,000 Afghanis slain
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Council urges major recreational facilities repairs
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The Iowa Board in Control of Athletics appealed to the students that have plagued collegiate athletics in the recent months.
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Nicolaragua proposal aimed at easing border strife

In Nicaragua, opposition movement is carrying on in face of government attempts to stifle their voices. The government is using force to silence the opposition, but the people are determined to continue their struggle for freedom.
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Housing plan for elderly voted down

By Dawn Reagan

In Iowa City, the proposal to erect a housing complex for the elderly was defeated by a margin of 20-1. The councilors were divided on the issue, with some members expressing concern about the cost and others noting the long-term benefits of such a project.

Page 2B
Falsely accused shoplifter sues

By Tanya Rowe

A Johnson County man is suing Younkers Department Stores, accusing the store of false arrest and false imprisonment.

Terry Waldron, 48, of Truthville, said he was arrested on May 1 for shoplifting, when he wanted to buy a necklace for his wife for Mother's Day. The jewelry was valued at $40.

Waldron said he was arrested on suspicion of stealing the necklace and then released without charges.

A spokesperson for Younkers said the company does not comment on pending litigation.

"I want the public to know that I was wrongfully accused and that I was treated unfairly," Waldron said. "I want to make sure that this doesn't happen to anyone else."
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ADE

GO ROMAN OR GO TO HELL

ADE... A State Of Mind

Eight years old and still growing.

ADE's (from left to right):

RDK, Kellee, Noreen, Jenise, Trapper, Brennan-MCP, Nick, ROE 2, Joe, Smiley, Lou

Gary McIntyre and Tad Tashig organized their typist movement, which evolved from McIntyre's business to three offices at the University of Iowa. The movement has grown significantly over the years, and they say their business has really been built on the ground up.

Iowa City, Iowa

In 1989, a plan was announced for the development of The Typing Connection, Ltd. in Iowa City. The Typing Connection, Ltd. would be a computer service center on the campus, offering a variety of services to students, faculty, and staff. The plan received a mixed reaction, with some expressing concern over the potential impact on existing businesses in the area.

Gary McIntyre, left, and Tad Tashig, right, are co-presidents of The Typing Connection, Inc. The two are developing the capability of one of their numerous computer typing programs by which they can be able to type a document. Tashig, who is primarily interested in the computer program, emphasizes that the two typing programs are currently being tested in the office.
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Intelligence committee decision lets spy agencies inform Contras

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The House inte­
ligence Committee decided Tuesday to
allow members to inform alleged Contra
agents of their identity. However, the com­
nittee voted against a proposal that would
have allowed the committee to operate as
a kind of covert spymaster, directing the
work of the agents.

The vote was 32-24 in favor of the
change, with 48 committee members ab­senting themselves from the consideration of the issue.

The committee also decided to allow spy agencies to operate covertly, even though they have been told by the CIA and the Defense Department that they have no authority to do so.

The decision was made after a lengthy debate in which members of the committee expressed concern that the agencies were not able to operate effectively without the ability to inform their agents of their identity.

The committees decision was considered a victory for the agencies, which have been struggling to operate in a covert environment.

The agencies have been working to develop a new system of covert operations, which they hope will allow them to operate more effectively.

The agencies are expected to begin implementing the new system in the coming weeks.

Two government buildings razed as bombings rock Chilean cities

SANTIAGO, Chile (UPI) - Powerful
bombs exploded in Santiago and two other
Chilean cities, killing two people and injur­ing scores more.

The attacks, which an official said were
likely to be carried out by left-wing guerrillas,
left the buildings in ruins and caused wide­spread destruction.

The attacks come just days after Chile's
President estaba government said it was
considering the full-scale military inter­
vention in neighboring Peru.

A spokesman for the government said the
attacks were a "clear act of terrorism" and that they would not deter the government from
continuing its military operations.

The government has been embroiled in a
bitter dispute with the left-wing guerrillas
over the use of military force in the region.

Steinem, Friedan praise The Pill

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Leading femi­
nists Gloria Steinem and Betty Friedan
told the Senate intelligence committee
on Tuesday that the contraceptive pill
has revolutionized women's lives.

The two women, who have been active in
the women's liberation movement for years,
said the pill has freed women from
the constraints of traditional family roles.

Steinem told the committee that the pill
has allowed women to pursue careers
and make important decisions about
their lives.

Friedan said the pill has given women
the freedom to choose whether or not
they want to have children.

The pill, which was introduced in the
1960s, has been credited with increasing
the birth control options available to
women.

Members said privately that the pill
had not included a maximum contraceptive
pill that would prevent pregnancy for a
full month, but that it would be added
in the future.

Members also expressed concern that
the pill could be abused and that there
was a need for better education about
its use.

The committee is currently looking into
the use of contraception and its impact
on society.

Contadora

...which it broke off in January.

The negotiations were mediated by
Gerald Ford of the United States. The
negotiations were held in the Contadora
complex in Panama and were attended by
representatives of both sides.

The talks ended on December 20 after
the two sides failed to agree on terms
for a cease-fire.

The talks were the first of their kind
in the region and were seen as a landmark
event.

But the talks fell apart after the two
sides were unable to agree on a cease-fire.

The talks were seen as a failure because
they did not result in a meaningful
progress in the conflict.

Housing

...which have been very controversial if
staff and students are going to move in.

I'm a little unhappy that the people who
are moving in are not going to be supervised
by the university staff.

Vice-Chancellor William Ambrose said
during a meeting of the council that
he had raised this issue with the council.

AUGUST 15TH: Position of T-shirt being offered.

The council has been discussing the
issue of student housing for some time,
with some members concerned about
the standard of accommodation.

The council has agreed to work with
local authorities to ensure that students
are provided with suitable housing.

The council has also agreed to work
with the university to improve
the quality of accommodation.
FBI not barred from reading travelers' diaries

WASHINGTON (UPI) - U.S. Attorney General Griffin Bell, who earlier had ordered the FBI to return a truckload of personal papers of a former Missouri state senator and to destroy all copies of the diary, said Monday it was impossible to be sure how much of the material would be returned.

Barbara Jordan, a former Texas state senator and civil rights leader, said she was unhappy with the FBI's actions. She said she had been promised that the FBI would give her a complete list of all information it had obtained from her.

NEW YORK (UPI) - The government's decision to return the former senator's papers was based on the fact that the FBI had not been able to identify any information that was not already known to the senator or to the public.

Now fund to fight sex bias in media

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A fund to fight sex discrimination and harassment in the media was announced Monday by Julianne Malveaux, a former Washington Post reporter.

The fund, called the "Women's Fund for Media Reform," was established with a $25,000 grant from the Ford Foundation.

The fund will be used to support investigations of sexual harassment in the media, to provide legal aid to women who have been sexually harassed, and to help women who have been sexually harassed to find new employment.

Clove cigarettes pose health hazards

NEW YORK (UPI) - Students are advocating their health by smoking clove cigarettes in the campus hallways. They are especially popular among regular cigarette smokers, medical experts said Tuesday.

The American Lung Association issued a warning Saturday that smoking clove cigarettes could be harmful to health.

Individuals who smoke clove cigarettes, they said, are putting themselves at risk of developing lung cancer and other health problems.

In-home facial rehabbing after bomb-related fire

Oklahoma City, Okla. (UPI) - A fund to fight sex discrimination was announced Monday by Julianne Malveaux, a former Washington Post reporter.

According to Malveaux, the fund will be used to support investigations of sexual harassment in the media, to provide legal aid to women who have been sexually harassed, and to help women who have been sexually harassed to find new employment.

The fund will also be used to support education programs for women in the media.

The fund will be administered by the Women's Fund for Media Reform, a nonprofit organization that was established with a $25,000 grant from the Ford Foundation.
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Recent senate action: Childish shenanigans

A veteran Iowa politician once defined politics as "the art of reaching an agreement with people you disagree with." Today that sentiment resonates with the recent actions of the Iowa Senate. The recent actions of the Senate and its leadership were to adopt a new state budget that included a massive tax cut, which could mean a $2 billion loss in state revenue. This move, however, is a clear example of the political process at work.

Day 1: The Chair

In response to the recent ceasefire in the war on terrorism, the Senate decided to vote on a resolution expressing its support for the efforts of the United States and its allies. The resolution, sponsored by Senator John Cornyn, was passed by a vote of 32-0. The resolution praised the efforts of the United States and its allies in the fight against terrorism and called for continued support for the war on terrorism.

Day 2: The Chair

The Senate continued its discussion of the war on terrorism, with several senators offering remarks on the issue. Senator John McCain提出了 the need for a coordinated effort between the United States and its allies to combat terrorism. Senator Barack Obama, on the other hand, expressed concern about the potential for collateral damage and called for a more careful approach to the war.

Day 3: The Chair Leans

The Senate voted on a resolution condemning the use of torture by the United States and its allies in the war on terrorism. The resolution was introduced by Senator Rand Paul and was passed by a vote of 12-21. The resolution urged the United States to abandon the use of torture and to hold those responsible accountable.

Day 4: The Chair

The Senate took up the issue of immigration reform, with several senators offering their views on the matter. Senator Ted Cruz introduced a resolution that would have made it more difficult for unauthorized immigrants to obtain legal status. The resolution was rejected by a vote of 30-11.

Day 5: The Chair Falls

The Senate continued its discussion of immigration reform, with several senators offering remarks on the issue. Senator Marco Rubio introduced a resolution that would have provided a pathway to citizenship for unauthorized immigrants. The resolution was rejected by a vote of 15-26.

Inside out; Nixonian

It seems inappropriate and counterproductive for the president and vice president of the UI student body to use mass-produced press releases to discuss issues. Instead, they should use their positions to promote meaningful and effective student lobbying on campus in more than a dozen departments.

Richard Cohen

Richard Cohen, the editor of The New Republic, wrote an article criticizing the recent actions of the Senate and its leadership. Cohen argued that the Senate's decision to vote on a resolution expressing its support for the efforts of the United States and its allies in the fight against terrorism was a clear example of the political process at work. Cohen went on to say that the Senate's decision to vote on a resolution condemning the use of torture by the United States and its allies in the war on terrorism was a clear example of the political process at work.

Mr. Murdock meets Miss Liberty

The US government has recently intensified its efforts to secure the release of American hostages held in Cuba. This has led to increased diplomatic and economic sanctions against Cuba. The United States is also seeking to increase its influence in the region, with the aim of reducing its dependence on oil imports from the Middle East.

Accessibility, period

The recent rally and sit-in at an Iowa House hearing calling for the development of the UI campus in Davenport's east side neighborhood is an example of the importance of student activism. The rally was organized by the Iowa Student Movement, which has been working for years to improve the conditions on the campus.

Handicapped

The recent rally and sit-in at an Iowa House hearing calling for the development of the UI campus in Davenport's east side neighborhood is an example of the importance of student activism. The rally was organized by the Iowa Student Movement, which has been working for years to improve the conditions on the campus.

Letters

Provisional question

On the matter of funding for the arts, it is important to consider the role of government in supporting cultural and artistic activities. While it is true that government funding is vital for the survival of many organizations, it is also important to recognize the value of private funding and individual donations.

Accessibility, period

The recent rally and sit-in at an Iowa House hearing calling for the development of the UI campus in Davenport's east side neighborhood is an example of the importance of student activism. The rally was organized by the Iowa Student Movement, which has been working for years to improve the conditions on the campus.
Hawkeyes bounce back in athletics

By J.B. Glenn

Iowa’s season opened with a dominating win in Friday’s women’s tennis meet. Victory over the University of Hawaii, 9-0, was a welcome victory for the Hawkeyes, who lost to the Rainbow Wahine two years ago.

The Hawkeyes’ second division finish in the Big Ten meets is a testament to the team’s hard work over the past two years. The Hawkeyes have put in the time and effort to improve their game, and it paid off in the end.

Iowa athletic director Kirk Ferentz said, “We were very pleased with our performance today. The women’s team has been working hard all season, and it showed in their performance.”

Tennis

defeats: Matt Kluemper, 6-2, 6-4

Tennis is a sport that requires a lot of physical and mental strength. The Hawkeyes’ recent win against the Rainbow Wahine is a sign of their continued improvement and dedication to the sport.

Iowa to change strategy after ninth-place finish

“Everyone is going to have to play better next season,” said Coach Steve Houghton about the Hawkeyes’ poor performance in the Big Ten tournament.

“Tennis requires a lot of mental strength and focus,” said Houghton. “I think our players just need to focus on each point and not worry about the score too much.”

McGhee shines as Hawk hurdler

Patrick McGhee, one of the top hurdlers in the country, won the 400-meter hurdles at the Drake Relays last month. He has been named to the Big Ten track team this season.

The senior from Bettendorf, Iowa, shot his most impressive performance of the year against Andrew Hocker from Purdue, winning the race with a time of 50.3 seconds.

“I’m really happy with my performance today,” said McGhee after the race. “I think I could have done even better, but I’m still happy with the result.”

“Patrick has been working hard all season,” said Coach Steve Houghton. “I think he’s ready to take his game to the next level.”

Board eyes ‘scandals’ in athletics

By J.B. Glenn

“Golf is a sport that requires a lot of focus and concentration,” said CEO Bob Moore of the Big Ten Conference. “I think our golfers need to work on their mental game to improve their scores.”

“We’re going to have to work on our mental game,” said Coach Steve Houghton. “I think we need to focus on each shot and not worry about the score too much.”

“Golf is a sport that requires a lot of mental strength and focus,” said Houghton. “I think our players just need to focus on each shot and not worry about the score too much.”
Iowa City, Iowa

I. Tiger Stadium 'new' for Rozema

"It was a very weird feeling coming in here," says Dave Rozema about returning to Tiger Stadium. "When I first walked in the stadium before the game, I couldn't help but see the World Series. I could picture the celebration - the excitement in the air. It sort of gave me chills." Rozema

"I was just thinking, 'Wow, this is where we won in 1980,'" Rozema said. "It's a little weird to be back after all these years."

Rozema, who pitched for the Detroit Tigers from 1980 to 1988, returned to Tiger Stadium on Wednesday to throw out the ceremonial first pitch. It was a surreal experience for the former pitcher, who won the World Series with the Tigers in 1984.

"I knew that it was going to be special," Rozema said. "I just had to focus on the game and not think about all the memories that come with it."

Rozema received a standing ovation as he took the mound and threw out the first pitch to Detroit Tigers legend Al Kaline. The crowd roared as Rozema threw a strike, and the former pitcher was all smiles.

"It was a really special moment," Rozema said. "I'm just honored to be here."

The Tigers went on to win the game, 4-1, in front of a packed house. Rozema pitched five innings and allowed one run on three hits. The Tigers' victory was their 17th of the season, and they now sit in first place in the American League Central division.

"It was a really great feeling," Rozema said. "I'm just happy to be able to come back and join my old teammates."
USAC is the “watch dog” program

Sports

PENNSYLVANIA (UPI) — The state troopers, who act as a watch dog program, frequently pull over motorists who are not wearing seatbelts.

Out of 7,686 citations issued during the 1984-85 seatbelt season, 3,538 motorists were ticketed for not wearing seatbelts.

The program, which has been in effect since 1975, is designed to keep motorists safe on the roads.

Motorists who are caught not wearing seatbelts are subject to a $5 fine.

Grand jury probing Tiger program

Senior tour grows in popularity

Beckley stresses that teams are told

Merefls, Tino (UPI) — A federal grand jury Tuesday in Lexington, Ky., indicted a 4-year-old youth for allegedly using a BB gun in New York City.

The indictment, which was filed in Brooklyn联邦, charges that the youth, who was 4 years old at the time of the incident, fired the gun at the New York Police Department.

The youth, who was living with his grandmother in Brooklyn, was arrested.

The youth’s mother, who was in the apartment at the time of the incident, said her son was just playing and was not aware that he was in danger.

The youth’s father, who was not in the apartment at the time of the incident, said he was surprised when police arrived.

The youth’s family, who live in Brooklyn, are very concerned about the incident.

The youth’s mother said she wants to make sure her son is safe in the future.
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The youth’s mother said she wants to make sure her son is safe in the future.
The CEDAR RAPIDS Symphony Orchestra was an absolutely proof on time, as announced in its inaugural season. It will open season with a concert on Saturday, October 8th. The program will consist of works by Beethoven, Mozart, and Tchaikovsky.

Tiemeyer's ambitious concert program will feature premieres of two new American works. Tiemeyer, who is in his fourth season with the orchestra, is said to be "exemplary at every American composer's work." His achievement for the American composer is "incomparable," and his work in commissioning new American music is "incumbent." Tiemeyer's molding of the American culture is "theirs to pursue two other major series." Tiemeyer's work in commissioning new American music is "theirs to pursue two other major series.

Tiemeyer's ambitious concert program will include premieres of two new American works. Tiemeyer, who is in his fourth season with the orchestra, is said to be "exemplary at every American composer's work." His achievement for the American composer is "incomparable," and his work in commissioning new American music is "theirs to pursue two other major series." Tiemeyer's molding of the American culture is "theirs to pursue two other major series;

By Laura Page 4B

The "play American" works of Liberty logo, will continue an American concert series, commisioning at least one new American composer and conductor each year. The orchestra will also present a major concert from another American composer.

Tiemeyer's ambitious concert program will feature premieres of two new American works. Tiemeyer, who is in his fourth season with the orchestra, is said to be "exemplary at every American composer's work." His achievement for the American composer is "incomparable," and his work in commissioning new American music is "theirs to pursue two other major series." Tiemeyer's molding of the American culture is "theirs to pursue two other major series."

By Laura Page 4B

The "play American" works of Liberty logo, will continue an American concert series, commisioning at least one new American composer and conductor each year. The orchestra will also present a major concert from another American composer.

---

RESTAURANT

Kamikazees

D.J. by

---

---

Happy Joe's

P.S. ! Pizza by the slice

Open 11 am daily

342 S. Gilbert Street

Free parking in back.

Happy Joe's

"Your Neighborhood Bar"

ALE NIGHT

Every Wednesday

All Day, All Night

Featuring

WATNEY's Red Barrell

Alaska " friendships that will last a lifetime ." Happy Joe's

Served from 11 am-2 am

24 oz.

cup

$1.00

6 delicious varieties

starting at $1.29

No Cover

7-30 pm to 1:00 am

---

---

GREEN PEPPER

---

---

FREE DELIVERY

---

---
DI Classifieds
Room 111 Communications Center
11 am deadline for new ads & cancellations

Housing

Van Buren Village

FREE SATELLITE TV
New, exceptionally large 3 bedroom apartments
- All appliances furnished
- N/H paid
- Laundry Parking & A/C

HURRY, MUST SEE!
$340, $500

PM
338-0464

Seville Apartments
900 West Benton Street
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

NOW SHOWING

SPECIFIED ONE & TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

(Available Today)

- Two Bedroom, Two Bath
- Two Bedroom, One Bath
- One Bedroom, One Bath
- One Bedroom, Studio

ONE BEDROOM STARTS AT $200

PHONE ANYTIME 330-0735

5-8 pm., weekdays
3-8 pm., Saturday
3-8 pm., Sunday

Rental

331-7108

Westgate Villa
609 - 716 Westgate St.

UNIT 2 & 3 BEDROOMS

Rental

351-1108

Affordable 1 & 3 Bedroom

Apartments

NO LEASE FEES

CALL US NOW TO SCHEDULE A VIEWING

326 Capital

Seville Apartments
900 West Benton Street
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

LAKESIDE

EFFICIENCIES

TOWNHOUSES

Call us about our

SPRING SPECIALS

A GREAT PLACE TO CALL HOME.

385 V View Drive

Iowa City, Iowa 52240

337-3103

338-0465

LAKESIDE

EFFICIENCIES

TOWNHOUSES

Call us about our

SPRING SPECIALS

A GREAT PLACE TO CALL HOME.

385 V View Drive

Iowa City, Iowa 52240

337-3103

338-0465

We do not think you can afford a cleaner better maintained property.

Come and see for yourself. You may just find the apartment you have been looking for at the price that you are able to pay.

MORE APARTMENTS

331-7108

WE ARE 100% AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK.

331-7108

We have just what you're looking for:

- Specified 2 & 3 bedroom apartments

- Heated swimming pool

- Central Heat

210 6th, Coralville

351-1777

DUPLEX FOR RENT

5 LARGE EMBRACE THREE BEDROOMS

337-1105

210 6th, Coralville

351-1777

DUPLEX FOR RENT

5 LARGE EMBRACE THREE BEDROOMS

337-1105

210 6th, Coralville

351-1777

DUPLEX FOR RENT

5 LARGE EMBRACE THREE BEDROOMS

337-1105
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337-1105
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337-1105
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5 LARGE EMBRACE THREE BEDROOMS

337-1105
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DUPLEX FOR RENT

5 LARGE EMBRACE THREE BEDROOMS

337-1105

210 6th, Coralville

351-1777
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Bringing it all back home, or, Los Angeles revisited

John Voland

John Voland is heading back to his hometown of Los Angeles, where he will have an internship with The Los Angeles Times. For him, this is his third and a half year in the city.

Next to McDonald's and its later incarnations, I'm still zeroing in on where, when and for the 1st 50 cents and entertainment.

No Cover or Cost

So why did I decide to go for a job the following year? A lot of the fan base is an about half, who, with hearing vocational students, tend to be fickle. Yoga owners are interested in costumes and not really writing, though I'm city-born and city-bred and like no-holds barred wine (well, beer!). music and dance.

But am I really going home? I'm really of their Interns for the coming term. I guess the answer is no.

Lyres blast Amelia's with its 1960s style rock

Lyres proved they probably didn't look at me, and heard the outraged steam that I am.

Night life

The Dally Iowan

Lyres are a rowdy bunch, with lots of Vox Continental back with lots of Vox Continental broken in a handful of originals of Tin Pan Alley.

The band desires to treat you right. Let's play the music. fuck the lyrics about misguided teen singer "Let's play the music, fuck the reading, Joe Mueller (now film critic and entertainment Editor Bonnie Smee) thus opened the article with the Columbia Players' latest show. It didn't until a bit of musicology. I'm beginning to realize that this particular drive - to get a drive on the page well enough to break a quick of the original light - in what I get for my two-star review, my 12-equatorial lines, my 300-label sheet and my silly but serious dream.

In a way it's a bit of a war zone where some entertainment has tattered, but I think my usual alert on the best of events to find all my friends at any time.

Night life

The Downtown Reporter

Wednesday

Tall Boys

85¢

All Day

21 W. Benton

Next to McDonald's

Ladies' "Irish Rose" Night

$1 Irish Rose Coolers

2/1 Bar Liquor

$1 Pitchers

FREE ROSES for the 1st 50 Ladies!

Love's 364 Classical

Getaway!

WINDBLACK CRUISE

for Two to the Bahamas or British Virgin Islands

megatour inc.

90 South Street in Coralville 319-357-8222

GRAND PRIZE THIS WEEK

Thursday, Evening, May 16th

WINDBLACK CRUISE

with the ZO 21:00 pm - 1:00 am

PRIZES for TWO FOR-ONE

BETH-HESS

REMEMBER. This Thursday is also your final chance to be one of 10 people eligible for the Grand Prize. Including the last drawing for our special prize, $100 an evening of a chauffeur-driven limousine and a $20 Greenbriar Food & Drink Gift Certificate.